
 Raising Oakland
OU custodian helps to keep the campus clean

 Wednesday morning at 9 a.m.,   Mike 
Hudgins sits and waits in a small window-
less office on the first floor of O’Dowd 
Hall. 

“The night shift does most of the 
cleaning, on the 6 to 2:30 shift, we just 
stock and clean non-academic areas and 
rooms with “X-keys”, like the registrar’s 
office, places they don’t want anyone in 
unsupervised.”

A phone rings the doors on the second 
floor are still locked. As he makes his 
way upstairs, he explains, “Usually Public 
Safety unlocks all the doors, but some-
times they miss a few and we’re called to 
open them up. They’ve got a lot of work 
to do, and occasionally a few doors can 
slip your mind when you’ve got so many 
to unlock.” To be safe, he checks all the 
outside doors on the building, one by one.

After checking all the doors, he 

makes his way back downstairs to the of-
fice, and runs into fellow custodian Amy. 
“We’ve got to go to the Library next, tidy 
up the bathrooms and stock them.” 

They walk out of the 1st floor and 
climb into an Oakland University van, 
drive around the back of Varner Hall, and 
to the loading dock of the Library. Mike 
leaves the van and walks inside as Amy 
drives off. 

Through a brightly lit and sparse 
room, only a few nearly empty metal 
bookshelves in the middle, and into a 
hallway. Across it sits a dark L shaped, 
concrete walled room full of rolling 
trashcans and supplies. He points to pipes 

running overhead, “Those hot water lines 
keep this room warm all year long. In the 
summer, it’s sweltering in here!”

He grabs a well-stocked can with a 
broom and supplies, and takes it down the 
hall and to the elevator. “Just before 10, 
I make a pass through the library bath-
rooms, just to make sure their tidy, they 
were cleaned during the night.” He rides 
to the top floor and knocks on the men’s 
bathroom door.

“Custodian,” he says cheerfully. 
Without an answer, he walks inside and 
begins exchanging changing empty rolls 
for clean ones, sweeping up stray pieces 
of paper, and changing trash bags. He 
does this, bathroom by bathroom, floor by 
floor, until he gets back to the basement 
where he started. 

“I really do enjoy my job, it keeps me 
moving around and occupied,” he states 
as he cleans up another stall, “but I hope 
to go back to school soon and finish my 
nursing degree.”
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Doors need to be unlocked.

Mike Hudgins, enjoys his job but hopes to complete his nursing degree soon.
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Paper towels replacement is a maintenance protocol.

Bathrooms are cleaned floor by 
floor.


